Abstract. Let M be a monoid. We construct a family of homotopical category structures on the category of M -spaces. Moreover, we show that each of these homotopical categories is a Brown's category of fibrant objects. These homotopical categories allow us to build a homotopical category of dynamical systems, whose homotopy category can be understood from the homotopy categories of M -spaces.
Introduction
Let M be a monoid. By an M -space we understand a space with an action of the monoid M , where M acts by continuous maps. These objects appear in the study of continuous dynamical systems; for example, see Section 1 in [4] . The question we are interested in is "what could possibly homotopy theory of dynamical systems mean?". According to [7] , this question was raised by Gunnar Carlsson, and was studied therein as a particular case of the homotopy theories of diagrams.
In this paper, we provide another possible answer to this question by using the symmetric parts of the M -spaces. An M -space on which M acts by homeomorphisms will be called symmetric. For each M -space A, we assign a symmetric M -space ℓInvpAq (InvpAq if M is commutative), defined by the universal property with respect to the M -maps from symmetric M -spaces to A. For the construction and properties of the associated functor ℓInv (resp. Inv), see Section 4 (resp. Section 3.1). The homotopical category structures are induced by these functors, from the model structures on symmetric Nspaces, where N belongs to a given family of submonoids of M . Our main results are Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 4.3. These theorems state that each of these homotopical categories is a category of fibrant objects, in the sense of [2] . Moreover, the homotopy category of each homotopical category can be understood from the homotopy categories of the model category of symmetric N -spaces. These homotopical categories are later used for a construction of homotopical categories of dynamical systems, see Section 5.1.
2.1.
The model structure on M T op Sym : When a (topological) group G and a collection of (closed) subgroups F are given, there is a well known associated F-projective model structure of G-spaces; see [13] Appendix A, 2, or [10] Chapter III, Section 1. Hence, given Y a collection of submonoids of M , there exist a model structure on M T op Sym equivalent to the projective model structure on KpM qT op given in Appendix A, 2 of [13] , for the family of subgroups F " txHy ď KpM q | H P Yu.
Here, xHy denote the subgroup of KpM q generated by the elements in qpHq. We refer [13] , Appendix A, 2, Proposition 2.9 for the details.
Let p´q H denote the H-fixed point functor. A map f : A Ñ B is called a Y-equivalence (resp. a Y-fibration) if for every H in Y, f H : A H Ñ B H is a weak homotopy equivalence (resp. Serre fibration). Note that A H " A xHy , with respect to actions of M and KpM q. Thus, in the above model structure on M T op Sym , the weak equivalences are Y-equivalences, and fibrations are Y-fibrations. The class of Y-cofibrations, cof Y , consists of those M -maps having the right lifting property with respect to the morphisms in we Y X fib Y .
Homotopical categories of M -spaces
A homotopical category is a category with a distinguished class of morphisms, called weak equivalences, that contains all identity maps and has 2-out-of-6 property; i.e., if the compositions g˝f and h˝g both exists and are weak equivalences, then so are f , g, h and h˝g˝f , see [3] Section 33. We will first define a family of homotopical category structures on M T op, induced from the model structures on N T op Sym , for submonoids N belonging to a fixed family.
3.1. Symmetric replacement. Let M be a commutative monoid, and pA,¨q be an M -space. We define the symmetric replacement, InvpAq, of A as follows:
(this definition is motivated by the definition of "equivariant map between finite M -sets" and "reverse action of a finite M -action" given in [6] ).
One makes InvpAq into a topological space with the subspace topology of the compact open topology on the space of functions from M to A. We define two M -actions on InvpAq as follows: Given σ P InvpAq, we define mˆσ : M Ñ A by @m, n P M, pmˆσqpnq " m¨σpnq.
Then, @k, l P M , we have:
i.e., mˆσ P InvpAq. Since¨is an M -action,ˆdefines an M -action on InvpAq. This action will be called as the shift. We define mˆσ : M Ñ A, by pmˆσqpnq " σpm˚nq. Then, we have:
i.e., mˆσ P InvpAq. Thus, we get an another action on InvpAq. This action will be called as the back-shift.
For every m, n P M , we have:
mˆpmˆσqpnq " m¨pmˆσqpnq " m¨σpm˚nq " σpnq, and mˆpmˆσqpnq " pmˆσqpm˚nq " m¨σpm˚nq " σpnq.
As a result, we get that both actions are symmetric and inverses of each other; i.e., pInvpAq,ˆq is an object in M T op Sym . Given an M -equivariant map f : pA,¨q Ñ pB, ‹q, we can define
by Invpf qpσq " f˝σ. Then @m, n P M we have:
i.e., m ‹ pInvpf qpσqqpm˚nq " Invpf qpσqpnq. Thus, we get that Invpf q is well defined. Moreover, @m P M , we have:
where‹ is the induced action on InvpBq similar toˆ. Thus, we get Invpf q is M -equivariant. It is straightforward that Inv respects compositions, and for every M -map f , Invpf q is continuous with respect to the topologies on InvpAq and InvpBq, as it is defined by compositions of continuous functions. As a result, we obtain a functor
From now on, we can call Inv as the symmetric replacement functor.
Consider the map ǫ A : InvpAq Ñ A given by σ Þ Ñ σp1q. Then,
i.e., ǫ A is M -equivariant. For any M -map f : A Ñ B, the following diagram commutes:
/ / B Hence, ǫ defines a natural transformation from Inv to id M T op (compare with [6] ).
Let pA,¨q be a symmetric M -space. Define Γ A : A Ñ InvpAq by
Then, @m, n P M , we have:
Hence, Γ A paq is well defined. Moreover, we have:
i.e., ǫ A˝ΓA " id A . Similarly, we have:
i.e., Γ A˝ǫA " id InvpAq . Therefore, we get that Γ A and ǫ A are mutual inverses. Since M is discrete, it is straightforward to check that both maps are continuous, and from above, Γ A is M -equivariant. As a result, we can make the following remark (compare with [6] ):
Remark 3.1. If pA,¨q is symmetric, then InvpAq and pA,¨q are naturally isomorphic, in particular for any M -space A, InvpInvpAqq is naturally isomorphic to InvpAq.
Let pC, ‚q be an M -space, and pD,˛q be symmetric M -space. Let g :
Hence, we have
As a result, we get the universal property for InvpCq. This also shows, Inv is the right adjoint of the inclusion I :
The functor Inv detects the symmetric subspaces of M -spaces in the following sense: Let pA,¨q be a symmetric M -space, and U Ď A be a symmetric subspace which is invariant under the M -action (that is, for every m in M , m¨U " U ). Then, from the above remark, we get that InvpU q is M -equivariantly homeomorphic to U . Let ı : U ãÑ A denote the inclusion of subspace. Then, the induced map Invpıq : InvpU q Ñ InvpAq is again injective. Hence, InvpAq is homeomorphic to disjoint union of symmetric invariant subspaces of A.
Example 3.2. Consider the following subspace of R 2 :
where S 1 denotes the unit circle. Define an N-action on A as follows:
‚ m¨px, 0q " px`m, 0q if x ď´m´1, ‚ m¨px, 0q " psinpxπ{2q, cospxπ{2qq if x P r´m´1,´1s, ‚ m acts (compatibly) by mπ{2 rotation to positive direction on S 1 .
See the following figure:
On the other hand, if we consider the non-negative real numbers, B " R ě0 with the N-action given by n ‹ b " n`b, for n P N, b P B. Then InvpBq " H. In fact, if we assume that there exist an element σ P InvpBq with σp0q " b 1 P B, then σpnq is undefined for n ą b 1 .
One can view M T op as a functor category by considering M as a category with one object. Thus, limits and colimits in M T op do exist, and are defined object-wise, due to the fact that T op is complete and cocomplete, see [9] Section 3.3. Proof. Let K be a small category and F : K Ñ M T op be a functor. Then, due to definition of limit, both lim K Inv˝F and Invplim K F q satisfy the same universal property. Thus, lim K InvpF q -Invplim K F q. For every submonoid N Ď M , we denote the composition
Let Y and Z be given families of submonoids of M . We define the classes of pY, Zq-equivalences (resp. pY, Zq-fibrations) as the class of M -maps f : A Ñ B such that for every H in Y and N in Z,
is a weak homotopy equivalence (resp. Serre fibration). Let us denote the class of pY, Zq-equivalences and pY, Zq-fibrations by we pY,Zq and fib pY,Zq , respectively (compare [6] ). By definition, all isomorphisms are in we pY,Zq X fib pY,Zq . The following proposition makes M T op with we pY,Zq and fib pY,Zq a homotopical category:
Proposition 3.4. The class we pY,Zq has 2-out-of-6 property. 
and Inv
It is well known that weak homotopy equivalences have 2-out-of-6 property; for example, see [3] II, 9.3. Thus, pInv M N pfHXN , pInv M N pgqq HXN , pInv M N phqq HXN and pInv M N ph˝g˝fHXN are weak homotopy equivalences. As a result, we get f , g, h and h˝g˝f are pY, Zq-equivalences.
In the case when Y " Z, and both contains only the trivial submonoid e " t1u, the weak equivalences in the above homotopical category is equivalent to the (navie) projective model structure on M -spaces as a functor category (also mentioned in [7] ). In fact, Res M e forgets the M -action, and everything is fixed by e. Moreover, every e-space is symmetric, since e is a group. Hence, for every M -map f , pInv M N pfe is the underlying map of spaces. In the case when Y " teu and Z is arbitrary, we have
N pAq; i.e., the homotopical categories are determined by the homotopy types of Inv M N pAq for submonoids N P Z. Note that in this case if we use 'homeomorphisms' (or any other kind of weak equivalence preserved by Inv) instead of 'weak homotopy equivalences' in the definition of we pY,Zq , then we still get a non-trivial homotopical category.
In the case when Z " tM u and Y is arbitrary, we have
i.e., the homotopical categories are determined by the H-fixed points for submonoids H P Y. This case is closely related to the standard projective model structure on equivariant KpM q-spaces, and can be understood from there (see Section 3.4).
If Y " Z, and both families are the set of all submonoids of M , then pY, Zq-equivalences will be called by just weak M -equivalences.
Given an M -space A, and a submonoid N Ď M , A N forms a symmetric invariant subspace of A, with respect to the underlying N -action; i.e., A N Ď Res M N pAq is symmetric as an N -space. Hence, we get
On the other hand, not every Inv M N pAq N XH is in the homotopy type of A T for a submonoid T . See the following example:
Example 3.5. Consider the subspace of R 2 given by A " tpx, yq P R 2 | y " 0, or y ě 0 and x " 0u with the action of N defined as follows:
‚ n¨px, 0q " pn`x, 0q for every n P N ‚ n¨p0, yq " p0, y´nq for y ě n ‚ n¨p0, yq " pn´y, 0q for y ă n See the following figure: n n Then, InvpAq is homeomorphic to disjoint union of two lines, with the Naction defined by translation on each component. Consider R with the N-action given by translation; i.e., n ‹ x " n`x for every x P R. Then the inclusion R Ñ A (defined by x Þ Ñ px, 0q) induce weak homotopy equivalence on the fix point spaces of all submonoids of N (which are all empty except the fixed points of t0u). But InvpRq " R and it is not weak homotopy equivalent to InvpAq (this shows that Inv is a stronger invariant than fixed points).
The following example explains why we use restrictions and Inv in the definition of pY, Zq-equivalences: Example 3.6. Let M " NˆN, and N 1 " Nˆt0u, N 2 " t0uˆN, and H " 2Nˆ2N be submonoids of M . Let A " Rˆr0, 8q and M acts on A as follows: @m, n P N, px, yq P A, pm, 0q¨px, yq " pm`x, yq, and p0, nq¨px, yq " px, y`nq.
See the figure below:
Consider the M -space B " Rˆr0, 8q, with the M -action defined as follow: @m, n P N, px, yq P B, pm, 0q¨px, yq " pm`x, yq, p0, nq¨px, yq " px, y´nq if n ď y, and p0, nq¨px, yq " px, 0q if y ď n. See the following figure: pm, 0q
Define an M -map f : A Ñ B by f px, yq " px, 0q. Then, f as a map of topological spaces, is a homotopy equivalence. We have pBq is homeomorphic to R with the trivial N 1 -action, so that
is not a weak homotopy equivalence. As a result, Inv M N 1 pf q, Invpf q, and the underlying map of spaces are weak homotopy equivalences; however, Inv M N 2 pf q hXN 2 is not a weak homotopy equivalence. Hence, if N 2 P Z and H P Y then f is not a pY, Zq-equivalence.
M T op as a category of fibrant objects.
A category of fibrant objects is a category C with two distinguished class of morphisms we of weak equivalences and fib of fibrations (both are closed under compositions, and contains all isomorphisms of C) satisfying the following axioms:
(1) C has all finite products, and a terminal object˚.
(2) we has the 2-out-of-3 property; i.e., assuming g˝f is defined, if any two of f , g and g˝f are weak equivalences, then so is the third. (3) All objects are fibrant; i.e., for each object A the unique map to the terminal object A Ñ˚is a fibration. (4) The pullback of a fibration along an arbitrary morphism is a fibration (5) Acyclic fibrations (the morphisms that are simultaneously fibrations and weak equivalences) are preserved under pullbacks.
(6) For every object A of C there exists an object P A in C (called the path object) which satisfies the following: there is a weak equivalence w : A Ñ P A and a fibration f : P A Ñ AˆA, and the composition f˝w is equal to the diagonal map d : A Ñ AˆA. The definition of category of fibrant objects is due to Part 1 in [2] , and some immediate nice consequences of the definition is also discussed therein. We also refer Theorem 1 in [2] , for the properties of homotopy category of a category of fibrant objects.
We have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.7. The category M T op with we pY,Zq and fib pY,Zq is a category of fibrant objects.
Proof. We will go though all the axioms of the category of fibrant objects: It is well known that T op is a category of fibrant objects; e.g., see Example 1 in [2] , together with the fact that T op is a model category [12] .
(I) The category M T op has finite products and a terminal object˚(see lemma 3.3).
(II) The 2-out-of-6 property implies 2-out-of-3, due to [3] I, 5.1. Hence, together with lemma 3.4, we pY,Zq has 2-out-of-3 property.
(III) For every N P Z, Inv M N p˚q "˚. It is well-known that every object in T op is fibrant; therefore, for any M -space A, if p A : A Ñ˚the unique map to the terminal object, then the map pInv M N pp AHXN is a Serre fibration. As a result, we get that every M -space in M T op is fibrant with respect to pY, Zq-fibrations.
(IV) -(V) These axioms directly follow from the fact that T op is a category of fibrant objects, and Inv, restriction and fixed point functors preserve pullbacks. Inv preserves pullbacks due to lemma 3.3. It is known from the standard group action case that p´q HXN preserve pullbacks. The functor Res M N send every M -space to itself, hence Res M N also preserve pullbacks. (VI) Let pA,¨q be given and let PA " F unpr0, 1s, Aq denote the usual path space of A (non-equivariantly). Then PA can be made into an M -space with the action˜given by pm˜γqptq " m¨γptq, where γ : r0, 1s Ñ A is a path in A. Define a map h : PInvpAq Ñ InvpPAq such that, for each path α : r0, 1s Ñ InvpAq, and @m P M , hpαqpmq : r0, 1s Ñ A is the map given by, hpαqpmqptq " αptqpmq P A @t P r0, 1s. Then @m, n P M , we have:
Hence, h is well defined. Define g : InvpPAq Ñ PInvpAq, such that, for each σ P InvpPAq, the path gpσq : r0, 1s Ñ InvpAq is given by gpσqptqpmq " σpmqptq. As from above, it is straightforward to check that g is the inverse of h, and both maps are continuous. We also have hpm˜αqpnqptq " pm˜αqptqpnq " pmˆαptqqpnq " m¨αptqpnq " pmˆhpαqqpnqptq.
where we denote the actions on PA and PInvpAq by˜, and the actions on InvpAq and InvpPAq byˆ. Hence, h is M -equivariant. Similarly, we can show that g is M -equivariant. Therefore, InvpPAq is equivariantly homeomorphic to PInvpAq. For each M -space A, define d A : A Ñ PA by d A paqptq " a for t P r0, 1s, a P A; and δ A : PA Ñ AˆA by δ A pγq " pγp0q, γp1qq. Then the diagonal map ∆ A : A Ñ AˆA can be factored as ∆ A " δ A˝dA . Since actions on the path space is defined point-wise, it is straightforward to show that P commutes with both p´q HXN An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 3.4 is that we pY,Zq is saturated; i.e., any morphism in M T op that becomes isomorphism in the homotopy category is a pY, Zq-equivalence; see Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 in [2] , and Proposition 7.1.20 in [8] .
3.4. The homotopy category of M T op. When a homotopical category is given, the primary concern is understanding its homotopy category. The homotopy category of a homotopical category C is a category HopCq with the same objects as C; together with a functor L : C Ñ HopCq which is identity on objects, and sends weak equivalences in C to isomorphisms in HopCq, and universal with respect to this property; see [3] , Chapter I, Section 2.3 (iv). Homotopy category of C is best understood in the case when C is a model category. In order to understand the homotopy category of M T op with respect to pY, Zq-equivalences, we will look at the homotopy categories 
for each N P Z, where Y N " tN X H : H P Yu. Since Inv induces equivalence of homotopy categories, understanding homotopy category of M T op reduces to understanding the restrictions; that is, a morphism f in M T op is an isomorphism in HopM T opq if and only if it is isomorphism in HopN T opq, after the restriction to N for each N P Z. The isomorphisms in HopN T opq are just isomorphisms in HopN T op Sym q, composed with the evaluation maps, ǫ A , for each object A in N T op.
Homotopical categories of M T op for non-commutative M
Let M be a monoid (not necessarily commutative). Let Z, Y be a collection of commutative submonoids of M . Then, the above homotopical constructions for commutative monoids induce a homotopical structure on M T op. It is straightforward that this homotopical category is also a category of fibrant objects.
For general case the same Inv does not work, since the shift is not defined, and the back-shift is a right M -action. Thus, we will construct another functor ℓInv, which will do the same job as Inv for non-commutative monoids. Let pA,¨q be a given M -space. Define InvpInvpAqq as the following set InvpInvpAqq " ts : M Ñ InvpAq | spm˚nqˆm " spnq, @m, n P M u, whereˆdenote the action back-shift defined in Section 3.1; that is, we have:
(this can be viewed as a particular case of the composition of the two reverse actions in [6] .) This set also can be made into a topological space same as InvpAq.
We define a left action on InvpInvpAqq as follows: if s : M Ñ InvpAq is an element in InvpInvpAqq, then m‚ s : M Ñ InvpAq is defined as pm‚ sqpnqpkq " spn˚mqpkq. Then, we have l¨pm‚ sqpnqpk˚lq " l¨spn˚mqpk˚lq " spn˚mqpkq " pm‚ sqpnqpkq, and pm‚ sqpl˚nqpl˚kq " spl˚n˚mqpl˚kq " spn˚mqpkq " pm‚ sqpnqpkq.
Hence, m‚ s is well defined. Moreover, we have pl‚ pm‚ sqqpnqpkq " pm‚ sqpn˚lqpkq " spn˚l˚mqpkq " ppl˚mq‚ sqpnqpkq;
i.e.,‚ is a left action.
We define Inv 1 pAq as the M -space pInvpInvpAqq,‚ q. Similar to the commutative case, this construction is also functorial, and if f : A Ñ B is an M -map then Inv 1 pf qpsq " Invpf q˝s. There is an evaluation function ǫ : Inv 1 pAq Ñ A given byǭpsq " sp1qp1q. The functionǭ is M -equivariant sinceǭ pm‚ sq " pm‚ sqp1qp1q " spmqp1q " m¨sp1qp1q " m¨ǭpsq. Now, consider the space InvpInv 1 pAqq, and let σ P InvpInv 1 pAqq. Then, we have mˇσpn˚mqpkq " σpnqpkq, which implies the identity, σpn˚mqpk˚mqplq " σpnqpkqplq P A, for every k, l, m, n P M . Thus, for s P Inv 1 pInv 1 pAqq we have the following identities:
We define the functor ℓInv as the limit of the tower obtained by the iterated applications of Inv 1 . That is, assume pA,¨q is an M -space, and let Inv 0 pAq " A and Inv i pAq " Inv 1 pInv i´1 pAqq. There is a tower of M -spaces:¨¨I
The M -space ℓInvpAq is defined as the inverse limit of this tower; i.e.,
This construction can be seen as follows: the elements of ℓInvpAq are sequences ps i P Inv i pAq : i P Nq with s 0 " a P A, and s i p1qp1q " s i´1 . The action is defined diagonally, i.e., m ps i q " pm‚ i s i q, where‚ i denotes the action defined on Inv i pAq as above; that is,
We have,
so that the action is well defined. It is straight-forward to show that the action of M , defined by induce continuous maps, since it is continuous on each coordinate. Let psq " ps i P Inv i pAq : i P Nq and ptq " pt i P Inv i pAq : i P Nq be two elements in ℓInvpAq, with m psq " m ptq. Then, @n, k P M , i P N, we have:
Then, if we choose n " 1 and k " m, we get:
i.e., s i´1 " t i´1 . Moreover, given such an psq if we define psq bȳ s i " s i`1 p1qpmq @i P N, then we have:
i.e,s i p1qp1q "s i´1 , and psq is en element in ℓInvpAq. Moreover, we have:
i.e., m psq " psq. Hence, we get that ℓInvpAq with the M -action is a symmetric M -space. We again call ℓInv as the symmetric replacement functor.
Observe that, for any symmetric M -space pA,¨q,ǭ : Inv 1 pAq Ñ A is an isomorphism (this can be shown same as in Section 3.1 and remark 3.1.) Therefore, since ℓInvpAq is constructed by inverse limits overǭ's, the induced map ℓǫ A : ℓInvpAq Ñ A is also an isomorphism; i.e., ℓInv is also trivial on symmetric M -spaces.
Let pA,¨q be an M -space and U Ă A be a symmetric invariant subspace. Then, the inclusion ı : U ÝÑ A induce an inclusion on Inv 1 ; i.e., Inv 1 pıq : Inv 1 pU q Ñ Inv 1 pAq is is injective. Since inverse limits of inclusions is also an inclusion, the map ℓInvpıq : ℓInvpU q Ñ ℓInvpAq is also injective. As a result, we get that ℓInv canonically separates the symmetric subspaces of A.
Example 4.1. Consider the following subspace of R 2 :
where D 2 denotes the unit disc. Let M be the free monoid on two generator i, j. Define an M -action on A as follows (in polar coordinates): ‚ if 2 ă r then i¨pr, πq " j¨pr, πq " pr´1, πq ‚ if 1 ă r ď 2 then i¨pr, πq " p1, πq and j¨pr, πq " p1´r{2,´πr{2q, ‚ if r ď 1 then i¨pr, θq " p1, θq, and j¨pr, θq " pr{2, θ`π{2q. See the following figure: i, j The proof is same as the proofs of proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.7, due to above lemma and the fact that both Inv 1 and inverse limit commute with the path space. This again implies the homotopy category of M T op is saturated, and comments of Section 3.4 is also valid for this case.
Justification of our approach. We basically look for how much we can understand M -spaces by its symmetric, or partially symmetric subspaces (i.e. symmetric after restriction to a submonoid). Studying group actions is more convenient than studying monoid actions since there is much less automorphisms than endomorphisms. As a result of this, there is a huge literature concerning group actions. Hence, our approach is a good way to get further understanding of M -spaces. Moreover, it makes tools of the standard G-equivariant homotopy theory (where G is a group), such as equivariant cohomology theories, or other related invariants, more useful in M T op.
Following the notion "equivariant homotopy of spaces with group actions"(see e.g. [11] Chapter 1.1, page 12), one can define an M -homotopy as the M -equivariant homotopy with respect to I " r0, 1s with the trivial M -action. Of course, one can ask how our homotopical categories are related to the notion of M -homotopy. Denote by ℓΓ I : I Ñ ℓInvpIq the inverse of ℓǫ A , which is given by pℓΓ I ptqq " ptq with t 0 " t, and @i P N, @m, n P M, t i`1 pmqpnq " t i . Let f 0 : A Ñ B and f 1 : A Ñ B be given M -maps, and H : AˆI Ñ B be an M -homotopy between f 0 and f 1 , such that Hp´, 0q " f 0 and Hp´, 1q " f 1 . A consequence of the lemma 4.2 is that the compositioñ
is an M -homotopy between ℓInvpf 0 q and ℓInvpf 1 q. In fact, we have:
Hppsq, tq " ℓInvpHqppsq, ptqq " pInv i pf t q˝s i : i P Nq " ℓInvpf t q, @psq P ℓInvpAq and for t P t0, 1u. Hence, ℓInvpf 0 q and ℓInvpf 1 q are M -homotopic. As a result, we get that the construction ℓInvp´q is Mhomotopy invariant. Thus, we have the following remark:
Remark 4.4. If f is an M -homotopy equivalence, then for every Y and Z, families of submonoids of M , f is a pY, Zq L -equivalence (note that for commutative monoids ℓInv is naturally isomorphic to Inv).
In the case when M is a group, due to Elmendorf's theorem, the Mhomotopy theory (for sufficiently nice spaces) reduces to the non-equivariant homotopy theory of the fixed points spaces, see [5] . However, in the case of monoids (even for N) non-equivariant homotopy of the fixed points is not enough, see example 3.5. The symmetric replacements (lInv and Inv) provide us stronger invariants.
Passage to Category of Dynamical systems
The category of dynamical systems, see [7] , is defined a the category whose objects are pairs pM, Aq, where M is a monoid and pA,¨q is an Mspace, whose morphisms are pair of maps pθ, f q : pM, Aq Ñ pM 1 , A 1 q, where θ : M Ñ M 1 is a monoid homomorphism and f : A Ñ A 1 makes the following diagram commute:
Here, the horizontal maps are the actions of M and M 1 . Compositions are defined by compositions of the respective maps. We denote this category by DS.
We denote the associated map to an object pM, Aq again by µ A : M Ñ EndpAq. We say a dynamical system pM, Aq is effective if the corresponding action of M on A is effective; i.e., if the map µ A is injective.
For a given pM, Aq object in DS, there exists a quotient monoidM " M { " where m " n if m¨a " n¨a for every a P A. The map µ A factors throughM by the quotient map, i.e., there exists a mapμ A :M Ñ EndpAq where µ A "μ A˝p and p : M ÑM is the quotient map. This monoid M is isomorphic to the image µ A pM q, and the action determined byμ A is effective. Given a map of dynamical systems pθ, f q, the map θ : M Ñ M 1 induces a map of quotientsθ :M ÑM 1 byθprmsq " rθpmqs, where the square brackets denote the equivalence classes to the associated equivalence relations. Clearly f is also equivariant with respect to these actions. Without loss of generality, we can assume in DS, all actions are effective.
If we are given two objects pM, Aq and pM 1 , A 1 q, then their products is equal to pMˆM 1 , AˆA 1 q with the product action, i.e., pm, m 1 qpa, a 1 q " pm¨a, m 1¨a1 q. Pullbacks are also defined in each coordinate, since both the category of monoids and T op have pullbacks. Note that e, the trivial monoid, is the terminal object in M onoids, the category of monoids. Since the coproduct e > e is equal to e in M onoids, the codiagonal e > e Ñ e is the identity map. The category DS contains an interval object (or a segment object, see [1] ) pI, eq, where I " r0, 1s with the trivial action of e.
By a homotopy of dynamical systems we understand the following: given pθ 0 , f 0 q : pM, Aq Ñ pM 1 , A 1 q, and pθ 1 , f 1 q : pM, Aq Ñ pM 1 , A 1 q two maps of dynamical systems, we say pθ 0 , f 0 q is homotopic to pθ 1 , f 1 q if θ 0 " θ 1 " θ and there exists a map of dynamical systems pθ, Hq : pM, AˆIq Ñ pM 1 , A 1 q such that Hp´, 0q " f 0 and Hp´, 1q " f 1 (i.e., a left homotopy with respect to pI, eq). Here, pM, AˆIq is considered as a product of dynamical systems pM, AqˆpI, eq. The notion of homotopy equivalence is defined accordingly, i.e., if pθ, f q is a homotopy equivalence, then there exist another map pθ 1 , f 1 q such that their composition is homotopic to identity. It is straight forward that a map pθ, f q is a homotopy equivalence implies θ is an isomorphism.
5.1. Homotopical categories of dynamical systems. We are interested in homotopical categories of dynamical systems in which the weak equivalences are invariants of homotopy of dynamical systems. Hence, it is expected that a weak equivalence should be defined when the monoids are isomorphic (note that every object of the category DS is already effective). Let M be a commutative monoid. Given pM, Aq, a dynamical system, we define Inv M A " InvA with the M -action given by the shift, see Section be two maps of dynamical systems. We have the following commuting diagram:
Composition of the bottom arrows is equal to Inv φ gpInv θ f pσqq, and the composition from above is Inv φ˝θ pg˝f qpσqq. Hence, Inv θ respects compositions; i.e., pC, Sq-equivalences has 2-out-of-6 property.
All identity maps are trivially pC, Sq-equivalences. Thus, the category of dynamical systems is homotopical.
A stronger kind of weak equivalences will be defined by using ℓInv instead of Inv (without the assumption on 'commutativity of submonoids' as in the definition of pC, Sq-equivalences). Given pM, Aq an object in DS, we denote by Inv 1,M pAq as the M -space Inv 1 pAq with the action given in Section 4. First observe that when a map of dynamical systems pθ, f q : pM, Aq Ñ pM 1 , A 1 q is given with θ is an isomorphism, we can define a map is a weak homotopy equivalence. It is similar to the case of Inv θ that Inv 1,θ respects compositions, since Inv 1 is just Inv for right actions. Then, this implies ℓInv θ respects compositions on these classes; and thus, we get Sequivalences also have 2-out-of-6 property.
Remark 5.2. The category DS with S-equivalences or pC, Sq-equivalences can not be made into a category of fibrant objects in the same way due to the structure of coproducts. The only possible way to define fibrations would be just by forgetting the action (i.e., pθ, f q is fibration if f is so). On the other hand, with S-equivalences or pC, Sq-equivalences as weak equivalences, working in the homotopical category of DS is not different than working in M T op for some monoid M , as in both S-equivalences or pC, Sqequivalences, the map of monoids chosen to be isomorphisms. Saturation of the homotopical category DS also follows from the saturation of the homotopical category M T op. In fact, if a map pθ, f q : pM, Aq Ñ pM 1 , A 1 q is an isomorphism in HopDSq, then θ is an isomorphism in DS, which means we can view f as a map in M T op, which is a saturated homotopical category.
